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ABSTRACT
Direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) is a thermal desalination process with
applications to treating high-concentration waste brines. During that process, membrane
spacers play a key role in supporting membrane surfaces and impacting temperature
polarization, concentration polarization, and mineral scaling. However, the influence that
spacer parameters have on temperature and concentration polarization is not well
understood, because they are difficult to study experimentally and numerically. We
consequently develop a series of experiments to investigate the effects of spacer parameters
on temperature and concentration polarization in a bench-scale DCMD system. We also
propose a simple ladder-type spacer whose geometry can be systematically varied to
explore the impacts of vortical flow structures, membrane support, and membrane
blockage. The performance of the spacers is investigated for both low and
high-concentration feeds to explore the effects of spacers on both temperature polarization
and mineral scaling.
Overall, our experiments suggest that flux production when treating low concentration
brines was predominantly determined by a competition between the position of the transverse
filaments relative to the membrane surface, membrane blockage due to the spacer, and the
downstream spacing between transverse filaments. Our results for high-concentration feeds
show that the position of the transverse filaments in the feed channel play a dominant role in
determining where salts precipitate. In all cases studied, we found that scaling preferentially
occurred just upstream of the feed transverse filaments, no matter whether the filament
was adjacent to the membrane or outer plate. We also found that feed spacers tailored to
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Membrane distillation is a thermal desalination process with applications to treating
high-concentration waste brines, such as those produced by reverse osmosis systems (RO)
and oil and gas operations [2–8]. Though there are several approaches to membrane
distillation, such as air gap and vapor membrane distillation, the current study focuses on
direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD). In this configuration, warm feed solution
and cool distilled water flow on opposite sides of a hydrophobic microporous membrane in
either a cocurrent or countercurrent configuration, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Though
hydrophobicity prevents the liquid feed and distilled water from entering the membrane
pores, the temperature difference across the membrane generates a higher partial vapor
pressure on the feed side of the membrane than the distillate. This causes water to
evaporate from the feed side of the membrane, travel through the vapor-filled pores, and
condense on the distillate side of the membrane. Non-volatile solutes (i.e. salts) remain in








Figure 1.1 Sketch (not to scale) of a DCMD system operating in a concurrent configuration
DCMD has several advantages over RO that make it an attractive option for treating
high concentration waste brines [3, 4]. First, though the difference in partial vapor pressure
across the membrane is sensitive to the transmembrane temperature difference, it is only
weakly affected by salt concentration [3, 10]. DCMD is consequently insensitive to osmotic
pressure and able to reject 99-100% of salts. Additionally, since DCMD is not a pressure
1
driven process, it does not require the costly high-pressure pumps and piping used in RO.
Finally, MD operates at feed temperatures below 90 ◦C, which can be readily produced by
low grade heat or renewable energy sources.
Temperature polarization and concentration polarization are two key challenges
affecting the energy efficiency, water recovery, and operational cost of DCMD systems
[6, 9, 11–17]. Temperature polarization refers to the formation of thermal boundary layers
along the feed and distillate surfaces of the membrane due to heat transfer through the
membrane, as sketched in Figure 1.1. This reduces the transmembrane temperature
difference and the rate of vapor production. Concentration polarization refers to the
formation of a concentration boundary layer along the feed surface of the membrane. This
occurs because solutes are advected toward the membrane, where they accumulate because
they are non-volatile. Concentration polarization reduces the partial vapor pressure of the
feed solution on the membrane, and consequently reduces vapor production. Concentration
polarization is further responsible for mineral scaling, which occurs when the solute
concentration at the feed membrane surface exceeds the saturation limit, causing solutes to
precipitate onto the membrane. This blocks the membrane pores, reduces vapor
production, and can also lead to pore-wetting and permanent membrane damage [3, 18, 19].
Lower Membrane
Upper Membrane
Figure 1.2 Illustration of non-woven spacer between two membranes
Temperature and concentration polarization in DCMD systems are strongly influenced
by the presence of membrane spacers. Spacers are mesh-like materials that separate and
support tightly-packed membrane sheets in membrane separation systems, as illustrated in
2
Figure 1.2. In addition to that primary purpose, spacers also affect pressure losses and
pumping costs. Thinner spacers decrease the flow channel height and increase the amount
of membrane surface area that can fit in a system volume. This comes at the expense of
increasing the downstream pressure drop and associated pumping costs to drive the feed
and distillate flows. Spacers also generate flow structures that play a key role in
temperature polarization [14–17, 20]. A study by Phattaranawik et al. [14] show that
spacers tend to decrease temperature polarization by promoting mixing of the thermal
boundary layers with the bulk fluid. Though less studied in DCMD, numerous studies
show that spacers influence concentration polarization in RO by creating regions of low
feed velocity or mixing where solutes tend to accumulate and precipitate [21–24]. These
regions, often referred to as “dead zones,” tend to occur at contact points where the spacer
meets the membrane surface [24–26].
(a)
(d) (e) (f )
(c)(b)
Figure 1.3 (a) Commercial non-woven spacer - idealizaed illustration (b) Commercial non-
woven spacer - picture (c) Ladder-type spacer - idealizaed illustration (d) Herringbone and
zigzag ladder-type spacers (e) Helical spacer (f ) Three layer spacer
Numerous studies have explored novel spacer designs that increase permeate production
in MD and RO systems by promoting flow structures that mix the polarization layers with
the bulk [20, 27–31]. These studies also show that enhanced mixing usually comes at the
cost of increasing the downstream pressure losses [15, 20, 28, 29, 31–43]. The most
common spacer design in commercial use is a non-woven mesh of extruded polypropylene
filaments. The net thickness of the mesh typically varies between 0.6-1.5mm [44].
Non-woven spacers are sometimes idealized in the literature as two distinct layers of
3
non-intersecting cylindrical filaments, as illustrated in Figure 1.3(a). In actuality, the
filaments have variable cross-sections and meet in complicated welds, as demonstrated by
the photograph in Figure 1.3(b). Though intersecting filaments are usually perpendicular
to each other, the mesh is typically oriented such that all filaments are roughly 45° to the
downstream flow direction. Such spacers are consequently often called “diamond spacers.”
This design has persisted largely unchanged for several decades [23, 44–46]. Another design
frequently considered in academic literature is the “ladder-type spacer” sketched in Figure
1.3(c). This design consists of longitudinal filaments oriented in the downstream direction.
These are connected by transverse filaments, usually at 90° or 45° to the downstream flow.
Other variants use transverse filaments with a herringbone or zigzag pattern to promote
mixing [23, 47–49], as in Figure 1.3(d). It should be noted that though ladder-type spacers
are often discussed in literature, we found few examples of ladder-type spacers used in
industry. The definition of ladder-type spacers can also be somewhat vague. Some sources
refer to them as simply diamond spacers oriented such that their filaments are parallel and
perpendicular to the downstream direction.
(c)(a) (b)
Figure 1.4 From top to bottom (a) filament cross sections - from top to bottom - circular,
hexagonal, and rectangular (b) cross section orientation - from top to bottom - cavity
orientation adjacent to impermeable plate, cavity orientation adjacent to membrane, and
zigzag orientation (c) angle of attack orientation - from top to bottom - 90° filament
orientation, 45° filament orientation
While the filaments of diamond and ladder-type spacers have approximately round
cross-sections, research by Icoz et al. [30] suggests that filaments with rectangular and
hexagonal cross-sections, as in Figure 1.4(a) promote mass transfer, though at the expense
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of higher pressure drops. Another area of filament research explores the influence of
transverse filament position relative to the membrane surface. Research by Geraldes et al.
[47] suggests that when transverse filaments are located opposite the membrane, the
unobstructed concentration boundary layer is able to continuously grow, producing large
concentrations on the membrane. However, transverse filaments adjacent to the membrane
disrupt the concentration boundary layer growth and thereby reduce the maximum
concentration on the membrane surface. The angle of attack between a filament and the
downstream flow has also received considerable attention. Studies have shown that
transverse filaments oriented 90° to the incoming flow result in large pressure losses and
the formation of a dead zone behind the filament. Studies consequently show that
orienting transverse filaments 45° to the downstream flow reduces both pressure losses and
dead zones [41, 45, 50].
Recently, the increased availability of additive manufacturing has motivated the
proposal of more complicated spacer designs [20, 27–29, 36, 40, 51–53]. The most common
method of additive manufacturing in these studies is selective laser sintering, because it
has the necessary resolution to accurately capture complex geometries on the small scales
required for membrane spacers [20, 27, 29, 51]. Three-layer spacers, sketched in Figure
1.3(f ), are one such design. A study by Li et al. [27] found that this design increases mass
transfer, though once again, at the expense of increasing the pressure loss. Membrane
spacers with helical filaments have also been prototyped with additive manufacturing.
These filaments are inspired by static helical mixers used to blend fluids in pipe flows
[22, 28, 30, 31]. Though popular in chemical processing applications with pipe diameters
on the order of several centimeters or more, helical filaments may present a manufacturing
challenge for spacers, because spacers must be mass produced at low cost to meet industrial
demands. Research by Kerdi et al. [40] investigated diamond spacers with filaments
containing small through-holes oriented in the downstream direction. Experiments and
CFD simulations performed by Kerdi et al. suggest that such holes generate fluid jets that
reduce dead zones and biofouling due to bacterial attachment on the membrane surface.
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Additionally, these spacers achieved a higher flux and lower pressure drop than identical
spacers without filament holes. Another study by Thomas et al. [20] showed that complex
feed spacers with triply periodic minimal surfaces increased permeate production in
DCMD systems and performed well when treating high-concentration brines.
Flow
L/D
Figure 1.5 Idealized diamond spacer defined using 3 non-dimensional parameters (adapted
from Koutsou et al. [1])
In summary, work to date shows strong potential for novel spacer designs to increase
the performance of MD, RO, and other membrane separation processes. This potential is
nevertheless balanced by significant challenges, of which the following three motivate the
current study.
(1) Many of the proposed spacer designs cannot be manufactured at the required
volumes and low costs required of industry, even with recent advances in 3D printing.
(2) Novel spacer designs are often initially motivated by a researcher’s experience and
intuition, after which experimental and numerical studies are performed to measure
their performance and gain some understanding of their fluid mechanics. As
demonstrated by Koutsou et al. [1, 54], performing parametric studies of
conventional diamond spacers is already quite challenging, even when the spacers are
idealized to be defined by only three non-dimensional parameters, as sketched in
Figure 1.5. As the complexity of designs increase, the challenge of performing
parametric studies increases as well. This makes it harder to gain a full
understanding of the underlying fluid mechanics.
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(3) It is not clear whether a spacer tailored to RO (for which concentration polarization
is a primary concern) will operate equally well in MD systems (for which
temperature polarization is an additional concern). Even for MD systems, it is not
clear whether a spacer tailored to low concentration brines (for which temperature
polarization is the main issue) will work well for high concentration brines (for which
mineral scaling due to concentration polarization is a greater concern). Indeed, some
studies have observed that increasing the vapor flux of MD systems can come at the
expense of increasing concentration polarization and mineral scaling [55, 56]. Even
for fixed feed conditions, a spacer tailored to the feed channel of a DCMD system
may not be optimal for the distillate channel. Moreover, the optimal feed design
likely depends on the feed and distillate flow rates, as these impact whether the flow











Figure 1.6 Ladder-type Spacer
The current study explores these issues by considering a family of relatively simple
ladder-type spacers with longitudinal filaments connected by perpendicular transverse
filaments, as sketched in Figure 1.6. All filaments have simple rectangular cross sections
that are easily manufactured using a fused deposition modeling printer (FDM), which is
the most common and inexpensive method of additive manufacturing. FDM printing works
by tracing a desired geometry with a hot printer head through which melted thermoplastic
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is extruded and deposited onto a heated bed of plastic or glass. Additional layers of melted
thermoplastic are deposited above the original layer to form a desired geometry. After all
the thermoplastic layers have been extruded, the printed geometry is allowed to cool and
solidify.
From a purely structural perspective, the primary purpose of the longitudinal filaments
in Figure 1.6 is to support the membrane surface by dividing the feed and distillate flows
into N rectangular ducts of equal width SL and height HL, as illustrated in Figure 1.6.
Meanwhile, the transverse filaments support the longitudinal filaments and set the duct
width SL. Without transverse filaments, the longitudinal filaments would need to be fused
directly to the membrane or outer plates. Depending on the orientation of the spacer, the
transverse filaments can be either adjacent to the membrane surface (as in Figure 1.6) or
adjacent to the plate. When adjacent to the membrane, the transverse filaments provide
additional support to the membrane, though at the cost of introducing extra contact lines
between the spacer and membrane. The converse is true when spacers are adjacent to the
outer plates. In addition to our basic design, we perform several experiments in which the
transverse filaments are equidistant from the plate and membrane, such that they touch
neither. In that case, the spacer requires a FDM printer capable of printing support
material beneath the transverse filaments to prevent them from collapsing during the print
process. The support material is removed once the spacer is complete.
From a fluid dynamics perspective, the ladder-type spacers target two complementary
types of flow structures. In the absence of transverse filaments, the longitudinal filaments
divide the feed and distillate flows into N rectangular ducts. In that case, the only
potential flow regimes are laminar or turbulent duct flows. The critical Reynolds number
for transition to turbulence in duct flows is a function of the aspect ratio (SL/HL). At an
aspect ratio of 1, the critical Reynolds number is reported to be in the range of
1673 ≤ Rec ≤ 2060, where Re is defined as Re = ρUHL/µ and U is the mean velocity
[57, 58]. In the limit SL/HL → ∞, the duct tends to a 2D channel flow and Rec tends to
2800 [57, 58]. No matter whether the flow is laminar or turbulent, we expect temperature
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and concentration polarization in a duct flow to be strongest near the contact lines where
the longitudinal filaments meet the membrane surface. This has been shown
experimentally and numerically for RO systems by Lyster and Cohen et al. [59].
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.7 (a) Recirculation regions in flow over a transverse filament adjacent to membrane
(b) Merged recirculation region between transverse filaments (c) Recirculation regions in flow
over a transverse filament in the center of a channel (d) Vortex shedding behind a transverse
filament
In contrast to the longitudinal filaments, transverse filaments only generate contact
lines when the filament is adjacent to the membrane. In that case, the contact line is
perpendicular to the downstream flow direction and associated with vortical flow
structures. That is because transverse filaments generate bluff-body type flows
characterized by boundary layer separation. The case of a single transverse filament
adjacent to the membrane or outer plate generates what is known as “flow over a rib” in
the fluid mechanics community [60, 61]. This flow is sketched in Figure 1.7(a), and is a
combination of two other classic flows known as flow over a forward facing step and flow
over a backward facing step. In the laminar regime, a rib tends to generate streamlines
such as those sketched in Figure 1.7(a), with vortical structures ahead, above, and behind
the filament. When flow occurs over a series of closely spaced ribs, the vortical structures
ahead and behind adjacent ribs can merge as sketched in Figure 1.7(b). Flows over ribbed
surfaces have been studied extensively for applications to reducing the wall shear stress of
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turbulent flows [61, 62]. If not adjacent to a bounding wall, a transverse filament can
generate a steady wake, as in Figure 1.7(c), unsteady laminar vortex shedding as in Figure
1.7(d), or transition to turbulence. It is also worth noting that studies have observed that
duct flows with ribs tend to transition to turbulence at much lower critical Reynolds
numbers than for ducts without ribs [60–69].
The proposed ladder-type spacer addresses the three challenges discussed earlier as
follows.
(1) The spacer has a relatively simple geometry that can be easily manufactured on a
FDM printer, often without the need for secondary support material.
(2) The geometry of the proposed spacer lends itself to a parametric study that
systematically varies the geometry of the longitudinal and transverse filaments to
explore their influence on membrane structural support and fluid mechanics.
(3) By testing the spacer for different feed and distillate flow rates, we can explore the
sensitivity of spacer performance to flow regime. By further considering different feed
conditions, we can explore whether a spacer that works well for low concentration
feeds works equally well for high-concentration feeds with mineral scaling.
The remaining thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes our experimental
and numerical methods. Chapters 3 and 4 present our results. More specifically, chapter 3
presents our results for low-concentration feed conditions in which temperature polarization
is the primary concern. Chapter 4 presents our results for high-concentration feeds in





Figure 2.1 shows the six dimensions that define the spacers considered in our study. A
Cartesian coordinate system is introduced in the isometric view of panel (a) to help
visualize the remaining views shown in panels (b)-(d). The transverse filaments have a
width WT , a height HT , and are spaced a distance ST apart. The longitudinal spacers have
a width WL, a height HL, and are spaced a distance SL apart. Throughout our study, HL
is set to 1.5 mm because that is the height for which our flow cell is designed. This is also
a typical height for DCMD systems. We also fix the thickness of the longitudinal filaments
to WL = 1 mm. This was chosen by considering that thinner longitudinal spacers could
damage the membrane when the membrane is placed under compression between the feed
and distillate spacers. To investigate that possibility, we compressed a membrane coupon
between a ladder-type spacer (Spacer A in table 3.1) and a 10 kg mass for 24 hours, after
which we inspected the membrane with a microscope and ran experiments with our DCMD
system to test for leakage. The thickness WL = 1 mm showed no signs of damage. We did


























Figure 2.1 Ladder-type spacer dimensions investigated in the parametric study
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Our experiments vary the remaining four variables SL, ST , WT , and WL, which we














We refer to β as the duct blockage ratio. When β = 0, there is no transverse filament,
and the duct is completely unobstructed. When β = 1, the transverse filament completely
blocks the duct. We refer to the remaining non-dimensional parameters as the duct width








Figure 2.2 Membrane Blockage Ratio. ATOT is the area within the dashed lines.
In addition to the non-dimensional parameters detailed in equation (2.1), we define a





where ATOT and AM are defined in figure 2.2. The ratio φ represents the fraction of
membrane area blocked by the membrane spacer. Note that φ for a given spacer has two
potential values depending on whether or not the transverse filaments are in contact with
the membrane. The definition of φ does not account for the entry and exit lengths (LE) for
which there are no transverse filaments.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3 (a) PETG Feed Spacer after an MD experiment showing visible warping. (b)
ONYX Spacer - Distillate spacer shown on left. Feed spacer shown on right. Although the
two spacers were the same size before the experiment the feed spacer is noticeably smaller
after MD experiments.
2.2 Membrane Materials
We compared the performance of three different spacer materials by printing prototype
feed and distillate spacers and using them to run our bench-scale DCMD experiments for
10 hours with an inlet feed and distillate temperature of 60 ◦C and 30 ◦C, respectively. We
first considered polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETG), which warped considerably over
the course of the experiment, as demonstrated by the photographs in Figure 2.3(a). This
likely occurred because the feed temperature was close to the heat deflection temperature
of PETG, which the manufacturer reported as 71 ◦C at 1.8 MPa. Next, we considered a
blend of nylon and carbon fiber, marketed as “ONYX” by its manufacturer (Markforged).
This material was chosen for its high heat deflection temperature (145 ◦C). However, the
resulting feed spacer shrank with time and produced a noticeable smell due to off-gassing,
see Figure 2.3(b). Finally, we considered acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), for which
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the manufacturer (Stratasys) reports a heat deflection temperature of 82 ◦C at 1.8 MPa.
This produced spacers whose dimensions remained constant when measured with a
micrometer before and after DCMD experiments. ABS was consequently chosen to print
all spacers in our study, using a Stratasys F170 FDM Printer.
2.3 Membranes and Modules
The spacers were tested in a bench-scale DCMD flow cell whose assembly is illustrated
in Figure 2.4. The feed and distillate channels are formed by cutting the channel width
(W = 7.5 cm) and length (L = 25 cm) from two 2.3 mm thick rubber gaskets, as sketched
in panel (a). The feed and distillate spacers are placed in the cavities cut from the gaskets,
and the two gaskets and spacers are placed on opposite sides of the membrane coupon
sketched in panel (b). The coupons are cut from a larger membrane sheet to include twelve
tabs that extend beyond the rubber gasket. The active membrane area is shaded gray. The
gaskets, membrane, and spacers are then sealed between two clear acrylic plates using
bolts, as detailed in panel (c). As the bolts are tightened, tension is applied to the
membrane by pulling on the tabs to remove any wrinkles from the membrane. The bolts
are tightened sufficiently to ensure the channel heights are set by the spacer thickness.
Prior to assembly, the membrane surface outside the active area is also sealed with a thin
layer of silicone caulk to to prevent feed or distillate from leaking through the excess
membrane. Though not of optical quality, the clear acrylic plates allow the flow channels to
be monitored for membrane warping, spacer deformation, and the presence of gas bubbles.
Each acrylic plate is machined with two inlet and outlet ports that distribute incoming
and outgoing flow across the width of the active membrane. The top view sketched in
Figure 2.4(d) demonstrates that feed enters two ports that lead to a trough located above
the flow channel entrance. The trough spans the width of the flow channel to distribute the
incoming flow across the membrane surface. After passing over the active membrane area,
flow exits the flow cell through an identical trough and set of outlet ports. Further details






















top view top view
top view
side view
Figure 2.4 (a-c) Sketch (not to scale) demonstrating how the feed and distillate channels are
sealed using two acrylic plates, two gaskets, and a membrane sheet. The inlets, outlets, and
membrane spacer are not included in the sketch. (d) detail showing how feed and distillate
are distributed across the channels using two ports and a trench.
All experiments used a CLARCOR QP952 membrane with a porosity between
0.70–0.85 and a nominal pore size of 0.45 µm. The membrane thickness varied between
150 µm–300 µm and featured an active layer of elongated polytetrafluorethylene (ePTFE)
and a support layer of non-woven polyester (PES). This membrane was chosen because its
support layer reduces membrane warping and increases repeatability of results. The flow
cell is operated in a cocurrent configuration to reduce membrane warping due to opposing
shear stresses on the feed and distillate membrane surfaces. Further membrane details can
be found in the experimental study by Vanneste et al. [70].
2.4 Flow Control and Instrumentation
The flow cell is operated in a continuous closed-loop system sketched in Figure 2.5 The
feed loop is depicted on the left side of the figure. Feed solution exits the base of a 10 L
storage tank and is pressurized by a recirculation pump before passing through a heat
exchanger (Brazetek BT-STX-85) that maintains the desired inlet feed temperature by
circulating a heated glycol solution. The feed then passes through the flow cell and returns
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to the tank through a hole in the tank’s upper side wall. This drops the returning feed into
the stored feed below to enhance mixing. The tank is sealed with a lid to prevent
evaporation to the surrounding environment. For experiments without risk of mineral
scaling, the feed is circulated using a centrifugal pump (Micropump CA series powered by
an EagleDrive DEMSE motor). For cases with risk of mineral scaling, the feed is circulated
using a diaphragm pump (HydraCell M03 series pump powered by a Dayton 1hp motor).
Two temperature probes (Electronic Innovations EI1034) and pressure transducers
(OMEGA PX309-030G5V) monitor the feed temperature and pressure entering and exiting
the flow cell. The measured inlet temperature is used to automatically turn the heat
exchanger on and off to ensure a constant inlet temperature. The feed exiting the cell also
passes through a conductivity probe (Sensorex TCSMA Blind Toroidal Conductivity
































Pressure Valve Pressure Valve
Figure 2.5 Diagram of Bench-Scale DCMD System
The distillate loop shown on the right side of Figure 2.5 operates similar to the feed
loop. Distilled water exits a 10 L storage tank and passes through a recirculation pump
(Micropump CA series centrifugal pump powered by an I-Drive IMS motor) and a heat
exchanger (Brazetek BT-STX-85) that uses chilled water to maintain the desired inlet
temperature to the flow cell. A digital flow meter on the feed and distillate loop is used to
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automatically adjust the pump power to maintain the desired flow rate. The temperature
and pressure of the distillate entering and exiting the cell are monitored by temperature
probes and pressure transducers (identical models as on the feed side). The measured
distillate inlet temperature is used to automatically adjust the flow rate of chilled water
through the heat exchanger via a solenoid valve. A conductivity probe (Eutech
alpha-COND500) monitors the distillate leaving the flow cell to detect whether feed liquid
is leaking through the membrane due to pore wetting or membrane damage. Finally, the
distillate returns to the distillate tank through a port near the lower side wall to minimally
disturb the water within. This reduces noise measured by a pressure transducer (OMEGA
PX309-002GV) at the base of the distillate tank. This pressure measurement is used to
compute the volume of water within the tank.
The distillate tank is placed above the feed tank, and the base of the distillate tank is
fitted with a solenoid valve that allows a desired volume of distillate to return to the feed
tank. This allows us to run extended experiments in which the feed is concentrated to a
desired limit, after which the recovered distillate is returned to the feed tank and the cycle
repeats. The change in distillate volume over time is also used to measured the vapor flux
through the membrane. The data collection and operating conditions in all experiments
were controlled using Labview software and a multichannel DAQ. The components of the
distillate and feed loop are connected by vinyl tubing. The vinyl tubing that connects the
heat exchangers to the flow cell inlets are wrapped in foam insulation to reduce heat losses.
2.5 Experimental Procedures
The flow control system was used to perform two complimentary sets of experiments.
The first focused on the effects of temperature polarization. For that purpose, the feed
tank was filled with 7L of DI water containing 1 g/L of NaCL. This is well below the
solubility limit of NaCl (350 g/L) and minimizes the impact of concentration polarization
on vapor production. NaCl is only added to the feed to allow the distillate conductivity to
be monitored for any indication of membrane leakage. The distillate tank was filled with
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2L of DI water. The temperature polarization experiments measured vapor flux and
pressure loss across the flow cell for four different feed and distillate flow rates: 1.25, 1.5,
1.75, and 2 L/min. When averaged over the full flow channel cross-section (W ∗HL =
112.5mm2), these produce the average inlet velocities 0.185, 0.222, 0.259, and 0.296 m/s.
The average velocity in the individual ducts depend on the spacer dimensions. The feed
and distillate flow rates were always equal, and the feed and distillate inlet temperatures
always remained at 60± 1 ◦C and 30± 1 ◦C respectively. All experiments began by
running for 1 h at the flow rate 1.25 L/min to allow the system to reach a steady state,
which was determined by monitoring the temperature, pressure, and conductivity at the
flow cell inlets and outlets. The system then ran for 1 h at each of the four flow rates
investigated. Every time the flow rate changed, the recovered distillate water was flushed
to the feed tank to return the distillate tank volume to 2L and the feed tank volume to
7L. Experiments were run in triplicate to explore the variability of results.
The second set of experiments investigated the impact of spacer design on mineral
scaling. For that purpose, the software OLI was used to compare the solubility of NaCl,
CaCO3, CaSO4, SiO2, and BaSO4. The solubility curves from OLI are located in the
appendix. These minerals were investigated because they are common in brackish water
and are known to impact the performance of membrane separation systems [55, 71–79]. We
eventually chose silica (SiO2) as the precipitating mineral for several reasons. First, silica is
commonly found in brackish groundwater and is a common source of mineral scaling in
membrane separation systems [71, 75, 77, 78, 80]. Second the solubility of SiO2 increases
with temperature, which makes it more likely to scale on the feed membrane surface
[21, 59, 71, 74, 75, 77, 78, 80]. Finally, silica scaling has been investigated in previous
literature [71, 75, 77, 78], which we can consult to help create a scaling solution. To make
the synthetic feed solution more representative of brackish groundwater sodium, chloride,
magnesium, and calcium were also added. The addition of calcium was especially
important because it has been shown to accelerate silica scaling in membrane processes
[71, 80].
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In addition to silica, we added sodium, chloride, magnesium, and calcium to the
synthetic feed solution to make it more representative of brackish groundwater. The
synthetic feed solution used for all the scaling experiments was largely based off a similar
study by Bush et al. [71]. Our synthetic feed solution was composed of 1000 mg/L NaCl,
1200 mg/L NaSiO3 ·5H2O, 750 mg/L CaCl2 ·2H2O, and 450 mg/L MgCl2 ·6H2O and was
brought to a neutral pH by adding concentrated HCl. The feed tank was filled with 4 L of
solution and the distillate tank was filled with 2L of DI water. Next, the DCMD system
was set to run at a feed and distillate flowrate of 1.25 L/min and the inlet temperature of
the feed and distillate were set to 60 ◦C and 30 ◦C respectively. The experiment ran until
2.5L of permeate were collected, at which point 0.5L of permeate was flushed into back
into the feed tank. The experiment continued to cycle in this manner, with the distillate
tank volume varying between 4 and 4.5L for the remainder of the 60 h experiment. The
membrane coupon was then immediately removed from the flow cell and pictures were
taken to document where scale formation occurred.
Between experiments, the DCMD system was cleaned by first removing the flow cell
and spacers and rinsing them with DI water to remove any scaling. Afterward, the flow cell
was assembled with clean spacers as well as a new membrane coupon and reattached to the
system. DI water was then flushed through the system until the conductivity probe
consistently reported zero conductivity for a full hour. Next, the pH of the feed solution
was increased to 11.5 or greater by adding NaOH. The system ran for another hour under
these conditions. Afterward, the feed was again flushed with DI water until zero
conductivity was measured by the feed conductivity probe. Then the pH of the feed
solution was decreased to 2.5 or less by adding HCl and the system was set to run for
another hour. Finally, the system DI water was again flushed through the system until the
conductivity probe consistently reported zero conductivity for a full hour.
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2.6 Numerical Simulations
We consider two-dimensional, unsteady, computational fluid dynamics simulations of
the truncated DCMD system sketched in Figure 2.6. The numerical system matches the
dimensions of the transverse filaments (ST , HL, WT ) and the height HL of the longitudinal
filaments. However, the length of the system is truncated to consider flow over only three
transverse filaments. Additional inlet and outlet lengths Lin and Lout are added to help
isolate inlet and outlet effects. Results are only plotted for the region beginning and ending
at the first and last filament, respectively, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 2.6. We
consider co-current operation (as in the experiments) with the feed and distillate entering
from the left. The velocities at the inlets are set to laminar, fully-developed, parabolic
profiles with a mean velocity Uin that matches the mean velocity within a single duct of
the experiment. The feed and distillate enter with uniform temperatures of 60 ◦C and 30
◦C, respectively. The feed enters with a uniform concentration of 1 g/l of NaCl, which
matches the feed conditions of our temperature polarization experiments. There is a small
gap of space between transverse filaments and the plate or membrane, which is equal to 5%
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Figure 2.6 Sketch of the DCMD systems considered for numerical simulations
Details of the numerical methods are available in Lou et al. [11]. Here, we only briefly
summarize the main points. Fluid flow in the feed and distillate channels is governed by
the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations for a Newtonian fluid with constant
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thermo-physical properties,




+ (u · ∇)u
]
= −∇p+ µ∇2u, (2.3)
where u = [u v], p, ρ and µ are the fluid velocity, pressure, density, and viscosity,
respectively. The simulations neglect density variations with temperature and
concentration, because the maximum density variation is within 3%. In each channel, the
density is set to that evaluated at the channel’s inlet temperature and concentration. Heat





+ (u · ∇)T
]
= k∇2T + fT , (2.4)
∂c
∂t
+ (u · ∇)c = D∇2c+ fc, (2.5)
where T is the temperature, c is the concentration, cp is the fluid heat capacity, D is the
effective mass diffusivity, and k is the thermal conductivity. We neglect the variations of
the thermophysical properties with temperature and concentration.
The simulations assume the impermeable plates and spacers are thermally insulated,
satisfying the following no-slip, no-penetration, and no-flux boundary conditions,
u = n · ∇c = n · ∇T = 0, (2.6)
where n is the unit normal to the surface. We apply the no-slip condition (u = 0) to the
membrane surface (y = 0). We assume full rejection of NaCl by the membrane, which

















where the “+” denotes evaluation of c and v on the feed surface of the membrane.
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Heat and vapor transport through the membrane are modeled using the popular
Schofield model [10]. This assumes the transmembrane vapor mass flux jv is linearly






where pfm and p
d
m are the partial vapor pressures on the feed and distillate sides of the
membrane, respectively, and B is the membrane’s vapor permeability. We evaluate pfm and
pdm as the product of the vapor saturation pressure P
sat and water activity aw,
pm = awP







where P sat is determined using the Antoine equation and Tm is the local temperature on
the membrane surface. The activity is determined from the expression
aw = 1− 0.03112b− 0.001482b
2 [81], where b is the NaCl molality (mol/kg). This
expression is valid from zero salinity to saturation.




(T fm − T
d
m), (2.10)
where δ and km are the membrane thickness and thermal conductivity, respectively, and
T fm and T
d
m are the local temperatures on the feed and distillate sides of the membrane,
respectively.
Following common practice, we determine the ratio km/δ used in equation (2.10) and
the vapor permeability B used in equation (2.8) by fitting to experiments. This was done
previously by Lou et al. [11], who reported (km/δ = 577 W/m
2 K and B = 1.87× 10−6
kg/m2 s Pa) for the same membrane material used in the current study.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS OF TEMPERATURE POLARIZATION
EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Spacer Orientation
We begin by presenting the results of our temperature polarization experiments. The
results of our mineral scaling experiments are presented in chapter 5. The dimensions and
non-dimensional parameters characterizing the spacers considered are summarized in tables
3.1 and 3.2. Our first set of experiments considered the spacer labeled A in Table 3.1 and
sketched in Figure 3.1. The longitudinal filaments have a spacing ratio of σ=3.33 (SL = 5
mm), which provides 13 equispaced longitudinal filaments along the channel width. The
transverse filaments have a blockage ratio of β=0.5 (HT = 0.75 mm), width ratio of ω=2
(WT = 3 mm), and a spacing ratio of τ=6.73 (ST = 10.1 mm). The spacing ratio provides
18 equispaced transverse filaments along the active membrane length. Using these spacers,
we measured the flux and pressure loss for the four combinations of transverse filament
orientations illustrated in Figure 3.2. Panel (a) shows the orientation labeled MM, in
which the transverse filaments in both the feed and distillate channel are adjacent to the
membrane surface. Panel (b) shows the orientation labeled PP, in which the transverse
filaments in both channels are adjacent to the plate. Finally, panels (c) and (d) show the
orientations MP and PM, respectively, in which the transverse filament in either the feed
(MP) or distillate channel (PM) is adjacent to the membrane, while the other is next to
the plate.
Of the four combinations shown in Figure 3.2, the combination MM provides the
greatest membrane support, while PP provides the least. The support provided by
combinations MP and PM likely depend on the local difference in pressure between the feed
and distillate channels. For example, a higher pressure on the feed surface of the membrane
will likely cause the membrane to deflect into the distillate channel, such that combination
PM will provide structural support to the membrane while combination MP will not.
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Table 3.1 Spacer Geometries
Transverse Filament Dimensions Longitudinal Filament Dimensions
Spacer spacing width height spacing width height
A 10.1 mm 3 mm 0.75 mm 5 mm 1 mm 1.5 mm
B 12.1 mm 1 mm 0.75 mm 5 mm 1 mm 1.5 mm
C 26.9 mm 1 mm 0.75 mm 5 mm 1 mm 1.5 mm
D 5.4 mm 1 mm 0.75 mm 5 mm 1 mm 1.5 mm
E 3.2 mm 1 mm 0.75 mm 5 mm 1 mm 1.5 mm
F 12.1 mm 1 mm 0.25 mm 5 mm 1 mm 1.5 mm
G 26.9 mm 1 mm 0.75 mm 11 mm 1 mm 1.5 mm
H 12.4 mm 0.75 mm 0.75 mm 5 mm 1 mm 1.5 mm
Table 3.2 Non-dimensionalized Spacer Parameters
Non-dimensionalized Parameters
Spacer τ ω β σ φ
A 6.73 2 0.5 3.33 0.36
B 8.07 0.67 0.5 3.33 0.23
C 17.93 0.67 0.5 3.33 0.20
D 3.6 0.67 0.5 3.33 0.30
E 2.13 0.67 0.5 3.33 0.36
F 8.07 0.67 0.17 3.33 0.23
G 17.93 0.67 0.5 7.33 0.12
H 8.27 0.5 0.5 3.33 0.17
Top View - Expanded









Figure 3.1 Spacer A - The left side of the image shows a rendering of the full spacer. The
right side of the image zooms in on a top and front view of Spacer A to list its dimensions
The opposite is true when the local pressure is higher in the distillate. Though our
experiments measure the inlet and outlet pressure of both channels, we can only conjecture
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as to what the local transmembrane pressure difference may be within the channel.
The membrane blockage ratio (φ) of Spacer A depends on the transverse filament
orientation. We define the membrane surface area as blocked if a filament is in contact
with the membrane surface on either the feed or distillate channel. By this definition
orientation MM, MP, and PM have the membrane blockage ratio φ = 0.36, while
orientation PP has φ = 0.17. However, it should be noted that depending on pressure
conditions, transverse filaments in orientation MP and PM may not be in actual contact




















Figure 3.2 A front view depicting the 4 orientations membrane spacers can be arranged in.


























































Figure 3.3 Spacer A - Flux and pressure loss as a function of flow rate
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Figure 3.3 shows the variation of the vapor flux (a) and downstream feed pressure loss
(b) with inlet flow rate. For all orientations, we observe an approximately linear increase in
vapor flux and pressure loss with increasing flow rate. Panel (a) shows that the orientation
of the transverse filaments has a noticeable impact on vapor flux. Spacer orientation PP
produced the highest flux for all flow rates tested, while orientations MM and PM
produced the lowest.
Orientation PMOrientation MP (b)(a)
Figure 3.4 (a) Membrane warping in orientation MP (b) Membrane warping in orientation
PM
If we try to interpret the flux results in Figure 3.3(a) in terms of membrane surface
blockage, we would expect orientation PP to have the greatest flux, because it blocks the
least membrane surface, and we would expect orientation MM to have the least flux,
because the transverse filaments are in contact with both sides of the membrane. This is
indeed what we observe in Figure 3.3(a). If the orientations MM, PM and MP have equal
blockage, we would expect all three to produce equal flux. Instead, we observe that while
PM and MM indeed have nearly equal results, orientation MP produces more flux. This
result could be explained in terms of membrane blockage if the pressure or flow conditions
caused the membrane in both orientations to deflect into the distillate channel, as sketched
in Figure 3.4(a) and 3.4(b). For the orientation MP, shown in panel (a), the deflection
would pull the membrane away from the transverse filament in the feed channel. For the
orientation PM, shown in panel (b), that would press the membrane onto the transverse
filament in the distillate channel. If we further try to interpret our flux measurements in
terms of membrane support, we would expect orientation MM to have the most repeatable
results, because that orientation provides the greatest support. The low standard
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deviations in our results for orientation MM suggests this is indeed the case. In contrast,
the remaining three orientations all have larger standard deviations, particularly at the
largest flow rate, which suggests that membrane warping or flapping increase with flow
rate.
Our results for vapor flux can also be interpreted in terms of the vortical structures
generated by transverse filaments. In orientation PP, the pair of filaments on opposing
plates should accelerate and redirect the bulk flows toward the membrane surface, as
sketched in Figure 3.5(a). This brings warm feed and cool distillate towards the membrane
surface, consequently increasing the flux. The opposite is likely true in orientation MM. In
that case, the pair of filaments redirect bulk flow away from the membrane surface and
likely generate vortical structures that trap fluid near the membrane surface, as sketched in
Figure 3.5(b). These flow effects likely increase temperature polarization and decrease
permeate production.
Orientation MM(a) Orientation PP (b)
Figure 3.5 (a) Orientation PP (b) Orientation MM
Figure 3.3(b) shows that spacer orientation has only a small effect on pressure losses.
From a fluid mechanics perspective, we expect the pressure losses for the four orientations
to be identical, because changing the spacer orientation primarily impacts the flow
component normal to the membrane, which is negligible compared to the downstream
component. It is possible that the impact of spacer orientation on the temperature field
could produce differing pressure losses, due to the variation of viscosity with fluid. In that
case, however, we would expect to see a large difference in pressure loss for orientation MM
and PP.
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For the remainder of our study, we only consider the orientations PM and MM. The
decision to reduce the number of considered orientations was largely motivated by time
and limited membrane material available. Investigating all four orientations in triplicate
required a minimum of 12 experiments. The actual number of experiments was often larger
due to cases that needed to be rerun due to issues such as membrane defects, flow channel
leakage, and system shutdown. We consequently decided to limit ourselves to only two
orientations. We chose PM and MM because the distillate spacer in both of these
orientations supports the membrane with longitudinal and transverse filaments. The hope
is that using the distillate spacer in a more supportive orientation will provide more
reproducible results. Additionally, by choosing these two orientations, we focus our study
on the impact of the transverse filament in the feed channel. While our results in Figure
3.3 suggest that orientation MM and PM produce very similar results for temperature
polarization, we expect these orientations to differ more substantially for the mineral
scaling experiments.
3.2 Transverse Filament Width
Top View - Expanded









Figure 3.6 Spacer B - The left side of the image shows a rendering of the full spacer. The
right side of the image zooms in on a top and front view of Spacer B to list its dimensions
Our results in the previous section suggest that vapor production can be increased by
reducing the membrane blockage ratio. This could be achieved by increasing the distances
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SL and ST between longitudinal and transverse filaments, respectively, or by decreasing the
width WT of the transverse filaments. In this section, we investigate the impact of reducing
WT . For that, we consider Spacer B, which is identical to Spacer A, with the exception
that WT and ST have been modified so the spacer has 18 equispaced transverse filaments of
width 1 mm. This reduces the blockage ratio of orientations MM and PM to φ = 0.23,
from φ = 0.36 for Spacer A.

















Spacer A - Orientation PM
Spacer A - Orientation MM
Spacer B - Orientation PM
Spacer B - Orientation MM































Spacer A - Orientation PM
Spacer A - Orientation MM
Spacer B - Orientation PM
Spacer B - Orientation MM
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7 Spacer A and B - Flux and Pressure Loss as a function of Flowrate
Figure 3.7 shows the vapor flux (a) and downstream pressure loss (b) with inlet flow
rate for Spacer B in orientation PM and MM. For comparison, the corresponding results
for Spacer A are also provided. Consistent with our hypothesis that vapor flux could be
increased by decreasing the membrane blockage, we indeed find that Spacer B has a
significantly higher vapor flux than Spacer A. Though the results for Spacer B in both
orientations produced comparable results, orientation MM produced a noticeably greater
flux for the higher flow rates. Figure 3.7(b) shows that spacers A and B produce nearly
identical pressure losses, though the case of orientation PM for Spacer A is lower than the
rest. Given the large standard deviation in those results, it is difficult to draw any further
conclusions for that case.
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Figure 3.8 Spacer B Orientation PM - (a) Streamlines, (b) Temperature field (c)
Transmembrane temperature difference (d) local transmembrane flux (e) membrane surface
concentration
To further investigate our results for Spacer B, we performed CFD simulations of the
orientations MM and PP for the flow rate of 1.25 L/min. Figure 3.8 shows the streamlines
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(a), temperature field (b), transmembrane temperature difference (c), local transmembrane
flux (d), and membrane surface concentration (e) for the orientation PM. The streamlines
in panel (a) show the flow is steady, with large stationary recirculation zones between the
transverse filaments. The temperature field in panel (b) shows that there is a thin
temperature boundary layer adjacent to the membrane surface in the feed channel. The
layer is thin because the filaments and vortical structures on the outer plate of the feed
channel constrict and accelerate the downstream bulk, almost as though it was flowing in a
feed channel of height 0.5HL. In the distillate channel, however, the large vortical
structures produce regions of warm fluid adjacent to the membrane. These form because
the closed streamlines of the recirculation zones prohibit advective heat transfer with the
bulk, such that heat can only enter the recirculation regions due to conduction, which is a
slow process. Meanwhile, heat advection within the recirculation zones mixes the thermal
boundary layer, generating a large region of warm fluid. The warmest region occurs just
slightly downstream from the rear surface of the filament. This is where two vortical
structures meet, generating a local “dead zone”. Panel (c) shows that this dead zone is
also where the minimum transmembrane temperature occurs. Moving downstream, panel
(c) shows that the transmembrane temperature difference increases until it reaches the
next filament. To understand this behavior, we consider the sketch in Figure 3.9, which
tracks a fluid element as it makes a circuit about the closed streamline of the recirculation
zone. At the location labeled 1, the element has its maximum temperature. As it travels
downstream it cools because it is in contact with the cold distillate. It then slowly heats up
as it flows upstream due to heat released from condensation of vapor on the distillate
surface of the membrane. Overall, these results show that transverse filaments decrease
temperature polarization when adjacent to the plate, and increase temperature
polarization when adjacent to the membrane surface. The local transmembrane flux shown
in panel (d) matches the trend of ΔTm. This result was anticipated, as the driving force
behind transmembrane flux in membrane distillation is the partial vapor pressure, which is
highly sensitive to temperature. Panel (e) shows that the concentration on the membrane
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surface, cm, decreases as feed accelerates beneath the transverse filaments in the feed
channel. The decrease in cm beneath the filaments is not enough, however, to completely
counter the growth in cm between filaments. There is consequently a gradual increase in cm
along the channel length. A potential reason for this is the thickness of the concentration
boundary layer is much less than that of the temperature layer, such that the




Figure 3.9 Fluid element in a recirculation region. Red indicates an increase in temperature
and blue indicates a decrease
Figure 3.10 shows the CFD results for orientation MM. The corresponding results of
orientation PM are shown as dashed lines in panels (c), (d), (e) for comparison. The
streamlines in panel (a) show that recirculation regions now occur on both sides of the
membrane. The temperature field in panel (b) shows that these exacerbate temperature
polarization on both sides of the membrane. Panels (c) and (d) show that ΔTm and vm
follow similar qualitative behavior to what was observed for PM. However, due to increased
temperature polarization, ΔTm and vm are lower than PM in the regions between
filaments, which produces a lower overall flux.
Panel (e) shows that the membrane concentration for MM is very different from what
was observed for PM. The presence of the transverse feed spacer adjacent to the membrane
generates large spikes of concentration up and downstream of the filament. Furthermore,
orientation MM does not appear to generate a net increase in cm over the length of the
channel. This is due to the transverse filaments causing a sufficient interruption in the
concentration boundary layer to prevent downstream growth. Similar behavior has been
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Figure 3.10 Spacer B Orientation MM - (a) Streamlines, (b) Temperature field (c)
Transmembrane temperature difference (d) local transmembrane flux (e) membrane surface
concentration
As predicted by our simulations, our experiments found that orientation PM produced
more permeate flux than MM at the flow rate 1.25 L/min, as shown in Figure 3.7(a).
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Counter-intuitively, however, we observe that orientation MM produces greater fluxes for
all other flow rates. This result remains to be explained and could be due to either 3D
effects or a transition from steady recirculation regions to an unsteady flow state. Future
work is required to perform 3D simulations and consider greater flow rates.
3.3 Transverse Filament Spacing
Motivated by our successful increase of vapor production in the previous section, we
explored whether vapor flux could be further improved by increasing the distance ST
between transverse filaments. For this purpose, we consider Spacer C, which is identical to
Spacer B except ST has been increased to accommodate 9 equispaced transverse filaments
of width WT = 1 mm, compared to 18 transverse filaments in Spacer B. This reduces the
membrane blockage ratio to φ = 0.20 from φ = 0.23 for Spacer B.
Top View - Expanded









Figure 3.11 Spacer C - The left side of the image shows a rendering of the full spacer. The
right side of the image zooms in on a top and front view of Spacer C to list its dimensions
Figure 3.12 shows the vapor flux (a) and downstream pressure losses (b) for Spacer C
in orientation PM and MM. For comparison, the corresponding results for Spacer B are
also provided. To our surprise, panel (a) shows that Spacer C consistently produces a
much lower flux than Spacer B, counter to our hypothesis that decreasing the membrane
blockage ratio would increase permeate flux.
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Spacer C - Orientation MM
(a) (b)
Figure 3.12 Spacer B and C - Flux and Pressure Loss as a function of Flowrate
These results could potentially be explained by interpreting the flow in terms of the
vortical structures generated by transverse filaments. As shown in Figure 3.13, increasing
the spacing between filaments may cause the recirculation regions behind the filaments to
close before interacting with the neighboring downstream filament. This would cause an
increase in the effective cross-sectional flow area and a decrease in the bulk flow velocity.






Figure 3.13 Flow over transverse filaments spaced far apart
Figure 3.12(b) shows that Spacers B and C produce nearly identical pressure losses. It
should also be noted that increasing the spacing between transverse filaments significantly
reduced the transverse rigidity of the spacer. We observed that this led to warping of the
spacer and membrane, as the gaskets of the flow cell were tightened. This likely explains
the greater variability in the flux measurements for Spacer C compared to Spacer B.
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Top View - Expanded









Figure 3.14 Spacer D - The left side of the image shows a rendering of the full spacer. The
right side of the image zooms in on a top and front view of Spacer D to list its dimensions
Our results for Spacer C motivated the design of Spacer D, shown in Figure 3.14, which
is identical to Spacer B with the exception that ST has been reduced to accommodate 36
equispaced transverse filaments along the length of the active membrane surface. This
increases the membrane blockage ratio to φ = 0.30.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15 Spacer B and D - Flux and Pressure Loss as a function of Flowrate
Figure 3.15 shows the vapor flux (a) and downstream pressure loss (b) for Spacer D in
orientation PM and MM. For comparison, the corresponding results for Spacer B are also
provided. Spacer D in orientation PM produces the highest flux at all the flow rates
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investigated. Spacer D in orientation MM produces a flux very similar to Spacer B in the
same orientation. These results are interesting for two reasons. The first is, these are the
first experimental results that show a significant difference in the membrane flux between
orientations PM and MM. The second is that the increase in the membrane surface
blockage ratio did not produce a lower flux. From a fluid dynamics perspective, the results
for Spacer D in orientation PM may be explained by the increased flow velocity over
transverse filaments, which disrupts the temperature boundary layer, leading to a higher
temperature difference at the membrane surface and consequently an increased flux.
Orientation MM experiences a lower flux due to the recirculation regions that form behind
transverse filaments. These vortical structures trap flow in a local region, preventing heat
from being advected toward the membrane surface, thereby increasing the effects of
temperature polarization and consequently reducing flux.
Figure 3.15(b) shows the pressure losses produced by Spacer D are slightly larger than
those produced by Spacer B. This may be explained by the increased number of transverse
filaments constricting the channel cross section. However, this pressure difference is very
small and may also be explained by error in the pressure transducers.
Top View - Expanded









Figure 3.16 Spacer E - The left side of the image shows a rendering of the full spacer. The
right side of the image zooms in on a top and front view of Spacer E to list its dimensions
Motivated by our results for Spacer D, we consider Spacer E in which transverse
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spacing ST was further reduced to accommodate 54 transverse filaments along the active
membrane length. Due to the results of Spacer D suggesting spacers with a small ST
produce a higher flux in orientation PM this was the only orientation investigated.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.17 Spacer B and E - Flux and Pressure Loss as a function of Flowrate
Figure 3.17 shows the vapor flux (a) and downstream pressure loss (b) for Spacer E.
For comparison, the corresponding results for Spacer B are also provided. The flux
produced by Spacer E is similar to that produced by Spacer B (which has 18 transverse
filaments). This suggests that though decreasing ST can increase flux production, there is a
limit beyond which further reducing ST begins to decrease flux production due to the
increasing membrane blockage ratio. This suggests there is an optimal spacing ST that will
maximize flux.
3.4 Transverse Filament Height
Having investigated the impact of transverse filament width and spacing, we investigate
the impact of filament height. For that, we consider Spacer F, which is identical to Spacer
B with the exception that the transverse filament height has been reduced to HT = 0.25
mm, which produces a blockage ratio of β = 0.17. For brevity, we only considered the
orientation PM in these experiments.
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Top View - Expanded









Figure 3.18 Spacer F - The left side of the image shows a rendering of the full spacer. The
right side of the image zooms in on a top and front view of Spacer F to list its dimensions
From our results, we expect the reduction in blockage will reduce the acceleration of the
feed flow beneath the transverse filaments. This in turn should increase temperature
polarization in the feed channel. Conversely, we also expect much smaller recirculation
zones in the distillate channel, such that temperature polarization should be reduced in the
distillate.
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Spacer F - Orientation PM
(a) (b)
Figure 3.19 Spacer B and F - Flux and Pressure Loss as a function of Flowrate
Figure 3.19 shows the vapor flux (a) and downstream pressure loss (b) for Spacer F in
orientation PM and MM. For comparison, the corresponding results for Spacer B are also
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provided. The flux produced by Spacer F in Figure 3.19(a) is significantly lower than
Spacer B. This suggests the increase in temperature polarization in the feed channel
dominated any decrease in temperature polarization in the distillate. The pressure in
Figure 3.19(b) shows that Spacers F and B have similar pressure losses. Overall, our
results to this point suggest that pressure losses are not sensitive to the transverse
filaments, at least for the parameters considered in our study.
3.5 Longitudinal Filament Spacing
Top View - Expanded









Figure 3.20 Spacer G - The left side of the image shows a rendering of the full spacer. The
right side of the image zooms in on a top and front view of Spacer G to list its dimensions
The next set of experiments investigated the effects of longitudinal filament spacing
(SL) on flux and pressure loss. This motivated the design of the spacer labeled G in Table
3.1. The longitudinal filaments have a spacing ratio of σ=7.33 (SL = 11 mm), which
provides 7 equispaced longitudinal filaments along the channel width. The transverse
filaments have a blockage ratio of β=0.5 (HT = 0.75 mm), width ratio of ω=0.67 (WT = 1
mm), and a spacing ratio of τ=17.93 (ST = 26.9 mm). The spacing ratio provides 9
equispaced transverse filaments along the active membrane length.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.21 Spacer C and G - Flux and Pressure Loss as a function of Flowrate
Figure 3.21 shows the vapor flux (a) and downstream pressure loss (b) for Spacer G in
orientation PM and MM. For comparison, the corresponding results for Spacer C are also
provided, as the the only parameter that changes between these spacers is the longitudinal
filament spacing SL. The flux results in Figure 3.21(a) show Spacer G produces a higher
flux than Spacer C, which suggests that increasing the spacing between longitudinal
filaments may increase the flux. From a fluid dynamics perspective these results can be
explained by the dead zones that form near the longitudinal filament contact lines. Due to
Spacer G having fewer contact lines there are fewer dead zones which leads to less
temperature polarization and a higher flux. Given our success with Spacer G, the next
logical step is to increase the number of transverse filaments, to further increase flux.
Unfortunately, our lab closure due to COVID-19 left insufficient time to consider this
combination. It is left to future work.
Figure 3.21(b) shows the pressure losses produced by Spacer D and G are very similar,
which suggests the spacing between longitudinal filaments does not have a significant
impact on the pressure loss. The similarity in our pressure results to this point make us
wonder if our pressure transducers do not have the resolution required to detect the small
difference in pressure loss we are investigating.
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3.6 Floating Transverse Filaments
Our final set of temperature polarization experiments consider the spacer labeled H in
Table 3.1 and sketched in Figure 3.22. The longitudinal filaments have a spacing ratio of
σ = 3.33 (SL = 5 mm), which provides 13 equispaced longitudinal filaments along the
channel width. The transverse filaments have a blockage ratio of β = 0.5 (HT = 0.75 mm),
width ratio of ω = 0.5 (WT = 0.75 mm), and a spacing ratio of τ = 8.27 (ST = 12.4 mm).
The spacing ratio provides 18 equispaced transverse filaments along the active membrane
length. Unlike all other spacers considered previously, the transverse filaments are situated
equidistant from both the membrane and outer plate, such that they “float” without
touching the plate or membrane. This produces the membrane blockage ratio φ = 0.17.
This spacer was considered for two reasons. First, in industrial membrane systems, the
outer plates are usually replaced with a second membrane to increase the amount of
membrane surface area in the system. In that case, the transverse filaments will always be
adjacent to one of the membrane surfaces. Floating the transverse filament avoids contact
with either membrane, and accelerates the flow to avoid the formation of large recirculation
zones on either membrane surface. Secondly, literature suggests that floating the filaments
may trigger unsteady vortex shedding, which might reduce temperature polarization.
Top View - Expanded









Figure 3.22 Spacer H - The left side of the image shows a rendering of the full spacer. The






Figure 3.23 A front view depicting the floating membrane spacer orientation
Figure 3.24 shows the vapor flux (a) and pressure loss (b) with inlet flow rate. For
comparison, the results of Spacer B in orientation PM and MM are also provided. Panel
(a) shows that the vapor flux of Spacer H is nearly identical to that of Spacer B in
orientation PM for all flow rates except 2.0 L/min. It is worth noting, however, that
permeate production for Spacer E shows a growing rate of increase with flow rate. In
comparison, Spacer B shows a nearly linear variation, or perhaps, a decreasing rate of
increase at higher flow rates. This suggests that Spacer H may perform well at higher flow
rates. Due to the limits of our experimental system, we could not explore this possibility.
Figure 3.24(b) shows that Spacer H produced a noticeable reduction in the pressure loss for
all flow rates investigated.
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Figure 3.25 Spacer H Orientation FF - The CFD simulation results shown below first show
the streamlines in the feed and distillate channels. Next the graphs show the temperature
difference, solute concentration, and flux on the membrane surface
To further investigate the flow produced by Spacer H, we performed CFD simulations
for the lowest flow rate, 1.25 L/min. The streamlines in figure 3.25(a) show that spacer H
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produces an unsteady flow regime characterized by vortex shedding in the bulk, as well as
the formation of vortices along membrane and plate surfaces. These vortices periodically
for and translate downstream.
The temperature plot in panel (b) shows that transition to vortex shedding tends to
mix the thermal boundary layers with the bulk. This produces a rather complicated
variation of ΔTm and vm in panels (c) and (d), respectively. Overall, we observe that ΔTm
and vm increase as the feed and distillate flows accelerate through the small gap separating
the transverse filaments from the membrane. Between the transverse filaments, ΔTm and
vm have smaller scale oscillations that likely arise due to the small vortices forming along
the membrane surfaces. Perhaps the most striking results occur in panel (e), where we see
that the membrane surface concentration experiences sudden peaks forming downstream of
the transverse filaments (roughly two widths WT from the trailing edge of the transverse
filaments). These peaks correspond roughly to the location where vortices begin forming
on the membrane surface.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION
EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Spacer Orientation
Our first set of concentration polarization experiments explored the impact of spacer
orientation on mineral scaling. For that purpose, we considered Spacer B in orientations
PM and MM. The longitudinal filaments have a spacing ratio of σ=3.33 (SL = 5 mm),
which provides 13 equispaced longitudinal filaments along the channel width. The
transverse filaments have a blockage ratio of β=0.5 (HT = 0.75 mm), width ratio of ω=0.67
(WT = 1 mm), and a spacing ratio of τ=8.07 (ST = 12.1 mm). The spacing ratio provides
18 equispaced transverse filaments along the active membrane length. Using these spacers
we measured the flux for the spacer orientations PM and MM, which both have a
membrane blockage ratio of φ = 0.23.


















Spacer B - Orientation PM
Spacer B - Orientation MM
Figure 4.1 Spacer B - Flux as a function of time
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Figure 4.1 shows the variation of vapor flux over the course of a 60 hour scaling
experiment at a flowrate of 1.25 L/min. Orientation MM produced a flux decline of 26.7%,
whereas orientation PM produced a flux decline of 37.6%. This may occur because the
transverse feed filaments of orientation MM are adjacent to the membrane surface. As
demonstrated in Figure 3.10(e), this disrupts the downstream growth of the concentration
boundary layer, which decreases mineral scaling. Previous work by Geraldes et al. [47]





Figure 4.2 Spacer B - Orientation PM results after scaling experiment. All images are
oriented with the inlet at the bottom and the outlet at the top (a) Full membrane with
membrane spacer (b) Full membrane without membrane spacer (c) Close-up with spacer
(distortion due to camera lens) (d) Close-up without spacer (distortion due to camera lens)
Figure 4.2 shows images of the scaled membrane coupon for orientation PM. Panel (a)
shows the full active membrane area with the overlying feed spacer. Panel (b) shows the
full active membrane area with the spacer removed. Scaling appears as the dark regions on
the membrane surface. Throughout our experiments, we tend to see preferential scaling
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near the inlet and outlet of the flow channel, which is likely due to inlet and outlet effects.
Similar inlet and outlet effects have been observed in reverse osmosis scaling experiments
by Lyster and Cohen et al. [59]. We also see preferential scaling near the lateral edges, due
to edge effects. However, our discussion focuses on the middle of the coupon where scaling
is primarily affected by the membrane spacer. Panels (c) and (d) are enlargements of
panels (a) and (b) respectively. All images are oriented such that the flow direction is
toward the top of the page. Panels (a) and (c) show that scaling appears to preferentially
occur upstream of the transverse filaments. This could be explained by our CFD results for
cm shown in Figure 3.8(e). These show that cm reaches a minimum just downstream of the
transverse filament, after which cm grows steadily, reaching a maximum a distance roughly





Figure 4.3 Spacer B - Orientation MM results after scaling experiment. All images are
oriented with the inlet at the bottom and the outlet at the top (a) Full membrane with
membrane spacer (b) Full membrane without membrane spacer (c) Close-up with spacer
(distortion due to camera lens) (d) Close-up without spacer (distortion due to camera lens)
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Figure 4.3 shows images of the scaled membrane coupon for orientation MM. As
observed for orientation PM, scaling preferentially forms upstream of the transverse
filaments. Contrary to PM, however, we also see scale formation downstream of the
transverse filaments. This is again likely explained by our CFD results in Figure 3.10(e).
These show a large peak in cm upstream of the transverse filaments, followed by a smaller
peak downstream.
4.2 Transverse Filament Spacing
The next set of experiments explored the impact of the transverse filament spacing ST
on scaling. For that purpose, we consider Spacer D, which is identical to Spacer B, except
that ST has been decreased to accommodate 36 transverse filaments along the channel
length, compared to 18 for Spacer B.
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Figure 4.4 Spacer B and D - Flux as a function of time
Figure 4.4 shows the resulting flux decline for Spacer D in orientation PM and MM.
The corresponding results for Spacer B are included for comparison. As expected from our
temperature polarization results, Spacer D in orientation PM has the largest initial flux,
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near 20 LMH. However, it also experiences the greatest flux decline, dropping 40.8% to
only 11.7 LMH at t = 60 hours. Though Spacer D in orientation MM has a lower initial
flux than orientation PM, it experiences a much smaller flux decline, dropping by only
29.9% to 13.8 LMH at t = 60 hours. These results are likely explained by the compounding
of two phenomena. First, as already observed for Spacer B, the position of the transverse
filaments in orientation MM disrupts the growth of the concentration boundary layer.
Second, orientation PM for Spacer D has a larger initial flux. This advects solutes toward
the membrane at a greater rate than for MM. This supports the observations of
Hickenbottom et al. [55] and Duong et al. [56], who observed that when treating high
concentration brines, increasing the vapor flux comes with the trade off of increasing
mineral scaling.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5 Spacer D - results after scaling experiment. All images are oriented with the inlet
at the bottom and the outlet at the top (a) Orientation PM (distortion due to camera lens)
(b) Orientation MM (distortion due to camera lens)
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Figure 4.5 shows the autopsy results for Spacer D in orientations PM (left column) and
MM (right column). Orientation PM shows large regions of scaling occurring both
upstream and downstream of transverse filaments. Orientation MM shows scaling
primarily on the upstream side of transverse filaments. The most striking result is the
small amount of scaling in orientation MM relative to orientation PM.
The results of Spacer B and D suggest that decreasing the distance between transverse
filaments will reduce scaling. Our next experiment consequently considered Spacer C,
which is similar to Spacers B and D, with the exception that ST has been increased such
that there are only 9 transverse filaments. Orientation MM was the only orientation
investigated in this experiment, due to the results of Spacers B and D showing that
orientation MM produces a lower flux decline than orientation PM.

















Spacer B - Orientation MM
Spacer C - Orientation MM
Spacer D - Orientation MM
Figure 4.6 Spacer B, C, and D - Flux as a function of time
Figure 4.6 shows the resulting vapor flux decline for Spacer C. The corresponding
results for Spacers B and D are included for comparison. Spacer C produces a flux decline
of 44.1%, which is the largest of all the spacers tested. This likely occurs because
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increasing the distance between transverse filaments also increases the distance over which





Figure 4.7 Spacer C - Orientation MM results after scaling experiment. All images are
oriented with the inlet at the bottom and the outlet at the top (a) Full membrane with
membrane spacer (b) Full membrane without membrane spacer (c) Close-up with spacer
(distortion due to camera lens) (d) Close-up without spacer (distortion due to camera lens)
Figure 4.7 shows the images of the scaled membrane for orientation MM. Similar to the
previous results mineral scaling preferentially occurs upstream of transverse filaments.
However, there is comparatively little mineral scaling on the downstream side of transverse
filaments, which further supports our hypothesis that transverse filaments disrupt the
concentration boundary layer and reduce mineral scaling.
4.3 Longitudinal Filament Spacing
The next experiment explored the impact of longitudinal filament spacing SL on
scaling. For that purpose, we investigate Spacer G, which is identical to Spacer C with the
exception that the spacing between longitudinal filaments has been increased such that
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there are only 7 equispaced longitudinal filaments.




















Spacer C - Orientation MM
Spacer G - Orientation MM
Figure 4.8 Spacer C and G - Flux as a function of time
Figure 4.8 shows the resulting vapor flux decline for Spacer G. The corresponding
results for Spacer C are also included. Although Spacers C and G are both in orientation
MM, Spacer C produces a flux decline of 44.1%, whereas Spacer G produces a flux decline
of 33.9%. This suggests increasing longitudinal filament spacing decreases mineral scaling.
From a fluid dynamics perspective this result can be explained by the dead zones near
contact points between longitudinal filaments and the membrane. By increasing the
spacing between longitudinal filaments there are fewer contact points, which reduces
mineral scaling.
Figure 4.9 shows images of the scaled membrane coupon in orientation MM. Compared
to the results shown in Figure 4.7 Spacer G shows comparatively little mineral scaling.
Similar to previous results mineral scaling appears the occur preferentially on the upstream






Figure 4.9 Spacer G - Orientation MM results after scaling experiment. All images are
oriented with the inlet at the bottom and the outlet at the top (a) Full membrane with
membrane spacer (b) Full membrane without membrane spacer (c) Close-up with spacer
(distortion due to camera lens) (d) Close-up without spacer (distortion due to camera lens)
Mineral scaling also appears to occur along the contact points between longitudinal
filaments and the membrane, which further supports our hypothesis that mineral scaling
can be reduced by increasing the spacing between longitudinal filaments (SL).
4.4 Floating Transverse Filaments
The final scaling experiment is motivated by literature that suggests increasing mixing
will reduce concentration polarization and subsequently mineral scaling. For this purpose
Spacer H was selected. The CFD study in Figure 3.25 suggests Spacer H produces small
vortices on the membrane surface, which may enhance mixing and reduce mineral scaling.
Figure 4.10 shows the resulting flux decline for Spacer H. For comparison the results of
Spacer B in orientation PM and MM are also provided. The flux decline of Spacer H
closely follows the trend of Spacer B in orientation PM.
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Spacer B - Orientation PM
Spacer B - Orientation MM
Spacer H
Figure 4.10 Spacer B and H - Flux as a function of time
The scaled membrane surface for Spacer H is also similar to Spacer B in orientation PM.
These results suggest a transverse filament will only disrupt the thin concentration




The main objective of this research was to investigate the influence of spacer
parameters on temperature and concentration polarization by conducting bench-scale
DCMD experiments with and without mineral scaling. The results of our experiments
show the membrane blockage ratio and the distance between transverse filaments have the
greatest influence on temperature polarization. Concentration polarization is also affected
by these same parameters, as well as filament orientation.
DCMD experiments with low concentration feed water were conducted to determine the
influence of spacer parameters on flux and pressure losses at four flow rates. The flux and
pressure loss consistently show an approximately linear increase with flow rate. Overall,
our experiments suggest that flux production was predominantly determined by a
competition between the position of the transverse filaments relative to the membrane
surface, membrane blockage due to the spacer, and the downstream spacing between
transverse filaments. Placing transverse filaments along the outer plates increases flux
production by decreasing membrane blockage and by redirecting and acceleration bulk
fluid towards the membrane surface. Thinner filaments increase flux production by
blocking less membrane surface. Counter-intuitively, spacing transverse filaments too far
apart reduces flux production, even though it decreases membrane blockage. Our
simulations suggest this occurs because when transverse filaments are sufficiently close they
generate a large recirculation region between adjacent filaments. When this recirculation
region is along the outer plate, it accelerates the bulk flow along the membrane surface.
DCMD experiments with high concentration feed were conducted to determine the
influence of spacer parameters on scaling. Overall, our results for high-concentration feeds
show that the transverse filaments in the feed channel play a dominant role in determining
where salts precipitate. In all cases studied, we found that scaling preferentially occurred
just upstream of the feed transverse filaments, no matter whether the filaments were
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adjacent to the membrane, outer plate, or floating. We also found that feed spacers
tailored to optimizing flux production for low-concentration feeds did not perform as well
for high-concentration feeds. For example, when treating high-concentration feed, we found
that placing the transverse feed filaments adjacent to the membrane interrupted the
growth of the concentration boundary layer, and thereby decreased mineral spacing.
Future work will investigate the impact of longitudinal filament spacing, transverse
filament height, and the optimal spacing between transverse filaments that maximizes
permeate production. Additionally, the impact of filaments oriented 45° to the incoming
flow will be investigated. All future experiments will be conducted with low and
high-concentration feeds and complementary 3 dimensional CFD simulations will further
investigate the channel flow.
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Figure A.1 A view of the flow cell used for experiments from the top. The feed and distillate
inlets are pictured at the bottom of the image and the outlets are at the top. Sensors to
monitor pressure, temperature, and conductivity are shown before and after the inlet and
outlet connected to the flow cell by vinyl tubing.
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Figure A.2 A side view of the flow cell used for experiments. The feed inlet ports are on the
top of the flow cell and the distillate inlet ports are on the bottom of the flow cell.
Figure A.3 Solubility curve of NaCl as a function of temperature
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Figure A.4 Solubility curve of CaCO3 as a function of temperature
Figure A.5 Solubility curve of CaSO4 as a function of temperature
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Figure A.6 Solubility curve of SiO2 as a function of temperature
Figure A.7 Solubility curve of BaSO4 as a function of temperature
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